In this paper, we consider properly edge-coloured (PC) paths and cycles in edge-coloured graphs. We consider a family of transformations of an edge-coloured graph G into an ordinary graph that allow us to check the existence PC cycles and PC (s, t)-paths in G and, if they exist, to find shortest ones among them. We raise a problem of finding the optimal transformation and consider a possible solution to the problem. Our results generalize and/or improve some previously published results.
Introduction
The class of edge-coloured graphs generalize directed graphs. There are several other generalizations of digraphs such as arc-coloured digraphs, hypertournaments and star hypergraphs, but the class of edge-coloured graphs has been given the main attention in graph theory literature because many concepts and results on directed graphs can be extended to edge-coloured graphs and there are several important applications of edge-coloured graphs. For a more extensive treatment of this topic, see [1, 3] . This paper offers a useful tool to study edge-coloured graphs. In investigating problems on properly coloured (PC) subgraphs of edge-coloured graphs, it is convenient to transform an edge-coloured graph into an ordinary graph. We suggest a technique that somewhat automates this transformation. Moreover, we illustrate how the proposed technique allows us to obtain more efficient algorithms for PC cycle and PC (s, t)-path problems by reducing the order and size of the transformed graph. We raise a problem of determining the minimum order and size of the transformed graph, and describe graphs that may be the solution to the problem.
An m-path-cycle subgraph F of a graph G is a vertex-disjoint union of m paths and a number of cycles in G. If m = 0, we call F a cycle subgraph of G. For a vertex set X of a graph G, G X denotes the subgraph of G induced by X. For a pair s, t of distinct vertices of G, a path between s and t is called an (s, t)-path.
We consider edge-coloured graphs, i.e., undirected graphs in which each edge has a colour. If an edge-coloured graph G has c colours, we assume that the colours are 1, 2, . . . , c and we call G a c-edge-coloured graph. We denote the colour of an edge e of an edge-coloured graph G by χ(e).
Let G be a c-edge-coloured graph and let v ∈ V (G). By N i (v) we denote the set of neighbours of v adjacent to v by an edge of colour i. Let
A path or cycle Q of G is properly coloured (PC) if every two adjacent edges of Q are of different colours.
P -gadgets
We consider gadget constructions which generalize some known constructions mentioned below. The P-gadget graphs G * and G * * of an edge-coloured graph G described in the next section allow one to transform several problems on properly coloured subgraphs of G into perfect matching problems in G * or G * * .
Let G be an edge-coloured graph and let G ′ = G − {x ∈ V (G) : |χ(x)| = 1}. For each x ∈ V (G ′ ) let G x be an arbitrary (non-edge-coloured) graph with the following four properties:
P2 G x has a perfect matching;
P4 For each set L ⊆ χ(x) with at least 3 elements; if the graph G x − {x l : l ∈ L} is not empty, it has no perfect matching.
Each G x with the properties P1-P4 is called a P-gadget. Let us consider the following three P-gadgets; the first two are known in the literature and the third one is new.
1. One P-gadget is due to Szeider [5] :
We will call this the SP-gadget.
2. Another gadget is due to Bang-Jensen and Gutin [2] :
where m = min χ(x), M = max χ(x), and
We will call this the BJGP-gadget.
The following new gadget is a sort of crossover of the above two and
is called the XP-gadget:
where m and M are defined above, and
It is not difficult to verify that the tree P-gadgets indeed satisfy P1-P4. Let z = χ(x). Observe that the SP-gadget has 2z + 2 vertices and 3z + 1 edges, the BJGP-gadget 2z−2 vertices and z(3z−5)/2 edges, the XP-gadget 2z − 2 vertices and 3z − 5 edges. Thus, the XP-gadget has the minimum number of vertices and edges among the three P-gadgets. It is not difficult to verify that the XP-gadget has the minimum number of vertices and edges among all possible P-gadgets for z = 2, 3, 4. Perhaps, this is true for any z.
Conjecture 2.1. The XP-gadget has the minimum number of vertices and edges among all possible P-gadgets for every z ≥ 2.
We will see in the next section why minimizing the numbers of vertices and edges in P-gadgets is important for speeding up some algorithms on edge-coloured graphs. 
P-gadget Graphs
Let G be a c-edge-coloured graph and let G x be a P-gadget for x ∈ V (G ′ ).
The graph G * is defined as follows:
This construction is illustrated in Figure 1 . Let s, t be a pair of distinct vertices of G and let H = G − {s, t}. Let G * * be constructed from H * by adding s and t and edges E 3 = {sx i : sx ∈ E(G), χ(sx) = i} ∪ {tx i : tx ∈ E(G), χ(tx) = i}. This construction is illustrated in Figure 2 .
We will denote the number of vertices and edges in graphs G, G * and G * * by n, m, n * , m * , n * * and m * * , respectively.
The following result relates perfect matchings of G * with PC cycle subgraphs of G. PC cycle subgraphs are important in several problems on edge-coloured graphs (for example, for the PC Hamilton cycle problem), see [3] . Recall that
Theorem 3.1. Let G be a connected edge-coloured graph such that G ′ is non-empty. Then G has a PC cycle subgraph with r edges if and only if G * has a perfect matching with exactly r edges in E 2 .
Proof: Let M be a perfect matching of G * with exactly edges in E 2 . For a vertex x of G ′ , let Q x be the set of edges in E 2 adjacent to G x . By P2, each G x has even number of vertices (x ∈ V (G ′ )) and since M is a perfect matching in G * , there is even number of edges in Q x . By P4, Q x has either no edges or two edges for each x ∈ V (G ′ ). Let X be the set of all vertices x ∈ V (G ′ ) such that |Q x | = 2. Then, by the definition of G * , G X contains a PC cycle factor. It remains to observe that |X| = r. Now let F be a PC cycle subgraph of G with r edges. Observe that the edges of F correspond to a set Q of r independent edges of G * and that either no edges or two edges of Q are adjacent to G x for each x ∈ V (G ′ ). Now delete the vertices adjacent with Q from each G x and observe that each remaining non-empty gadget has a perfect matching by P2 and P3. Combining the perfect matchings of the non-empty gadgets with Q, we get a perfect matching of G * with exactly r edges from E 2 .
The first part of the next assertion generalizes a result from [2] . The second part is based on an approach which leads to a more efficient algorithm than in [1] . Corollary 3.2. One can check whether an edge-coloured graph G has a PC cycle and, if it does, find a maximum PC cycle subgraph of G in time O(n * · (m * + n * log n * )). Moreover one can find a shortest PC cycle in G in time O(n · n * · (m * + n * log n * )).
Proof: We may assume that G is connected and that G ′ is not empty. By Theorem 3.1, it is enough to find a perfect matching of G * containing the maximum number of edges from E 2 . Assign weight 0 (1, respectively) to edges of G * in E 1 (E 2 , respectively). Now we need to find a maximum weight perfect matching of G * which can be done in time O(n * · (m * + n * log n * )) by a matching algorithm in [4] .
To find a shortest PC cycle in G, choose a vertex x ∈ V (G ′ ). We will find a shortest PC cycle in G traversing x. By Theorem 3.1, it is enough to find a perfect matching of G * containing the minimum number of edges from E 2 while containing at least one edge from E 2 so that the corresponding PC cycle in G should be non-trivial. We define the weights on edges of G * as follows. Assign M , where M is a sufficiently large number, to each edge in E 2 incident with G x . For all other edges, assign weight 1 (0, respectively) to edges of G * in E 1 (E 2 , respectively). A maximum weight perfect matching of G * contains exactly two edges of weight M by P4, and contains the minimum number of edges in E 2 . Finding a maximum weight perfect matching of G * can be done in time O(n * · (m * + n * log n * )) and we iterate the process for each x ∈ V (G ′ ).
The proof of the following result is analogous to the proof of Theorem 3.1.
Theorem 3.3. Let G be an edge-coloured graph and let s, t be a pair of distinct vertices of G. If G * * is non-empty, then G has a PC 1-path-cycle subgraph with r edges in which the path is between s and t if and only if G * * has a perfect matching with exactly r edges not in E 1 .
The next assertion generalizes a result from [1] .
Corollary 3.4. One can check whether there is a PC (s, t)-path in G in time O(m * * ) and if G has one, a shortest PC (s, t)-path can be found in time O(n * * · (m * * + n * * log n * * )).
Proof: Let L be a graph. Given a matching M in L, a path P in L is M −augmenting if, for any pair of adjacent edges in P , exactly one of them belongs to M and the first and last edges of P do not belong to M . Consider a perfect matching M of H * , where H = G − {s, t}, which is a collection of perfect matchings of G x for all x ∈ V (G ′ ). The existence of a perfect matching in G x is guaranteed by P2. Observe that G has a PC (s, t)-path if and only if there is an M −augmenting (s, t)-path P in G * * . Since an M −augmenting path P can be found in time O(m * * ) (see [6] ), we can find a PC (s, t)-path in G, if one exists, in time O(m * * ).
To find a shortest PC (s, t)-path, we assign each edge in x∈V (G ′ ) E(G x ) weight 0 and every other edge of G * * weight 1. Observe that a minimum weight perfect matching Q in the weighted G * * corresponds to a shortest
